
Murder to Measure 
Suspect Details

Please see below a sample table that will help us when adapting a murder mystery story to suit you and your guests.  Please provide whatever information that 
you can, but it's fine if you don't know all of the information – we'll work with whatever you provide us.

Name – or name they
wish to be known by 

(M/F) Approx age Role Size* About them †

(So we can ensure 
the role is age 
appropriate)

(Large
Medium 
Small)

(eg, occupation, interests, relationship to others, quirks)

Ann Example F 40s L Architect.  Loud, and loves sailing and sewing.  Older sister of the bride. Known for always 
being late

Terry O'Type M 20s M Student, studying medicine.  Plays in a rock band and loves watching war films.  Careful with 
money.

Jenny Rality F 30s L Bride to be.  Solicitor, but always wanted to be a singer.  Hates mess and loves Disney films

Allie Stration F 20s S Sister-in-law.  Quite shy in company, but passionate about the environment

* We usually ask for about 8 – 12 people to play large or medium roles, as many more than that can get confusing, but if you have a few more, that's usually fine. 
Having a “small” role usually means a guest will be given a character to play, but it won't affect the story if they'd rather observe others.

† For stories which we adapt for guests to perform, it's generally best to sum them up in a few short sentences.  We use this information to select a starting story 
and assign characters and will usually incorporate a few key traits into the character they play, but if you want a story to be more specific to the guests and/or the 
character they want to play, a bespoke story may be more appropriate.  We're happy to provide this, but such stories take longer to produce, and hence are more
expensive than something we adapt from an existing baseline.


